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horses for hire in London, he has also spent the past two months working nights as a stagehand, filling in
for his injured brother. Although he's glad he can help his family through a tough time, he is counting the
days until he can rejoin his regiment. London holds bitter memories for him that he is anxious to escape.
But then he meets the beautiful woman who has found a new lease on life in the very place Nate can't wait
to leave behind.
An Heiress at Heart - Jennifer Delamere 2014-07-03
"A youthful indiscretion has cost Lizzie Poole more than just her honor. After five years living in exile, she's
finally returning home, but she's still living a secret life. Her best friend Ria's dying wish was for Lizzie to
assume her identity, return to London, and make amends that Ria herself would never live to make. Bearing
a striking resemblance to her friend, and harboring more secrets than ever before, Lizzie embarks on a
journey that tempts her reckless heart once again...A committed clergyman, Geoffrey Somerville's world is
upended when he suddenly inherits the title of Lord Somerville. Now he's invited to every ball and sought
after by the matchmaking mothers of London society. Yet the only woman to capture his heart is the one he
cannot have: his brother's young widow, Ria. Duty demands he deny his feelings, but his heart longs for the
mysterious beauty. With both their futures at stake, will Lizzie be able to keep up her façade? Or will she
find the strength to share her secret and put her faith in true love?"--P. [4] of cover.
The History of Britain, that Part Especially Now Call'd England - John Milton 1695

Prominent Families of New York - Lyman Horace Weeks 1898
THEODORE ROOSEVELT - Ultimate Collection: Memoirs, History Books, Biographies, Essays,
Speeches &Executive Orders - Theodore Roosevelt 2017-07-24
This collection represents the great literary legacy of the president Theodore Roosevelt. He had a wide
range of interests which can be seen in his work. Roosevelt had shown a great deal of talent in different
literary genres, such as history, biography, nature and guide books. In addition, trough his memoirs, his
personal and presidential writings you will discover surprising adventurous life the former president, as
well as details of his presidential actions and truth behind certain decisions. Contents: Autobiography The
Naval War of 1812 Hero Tales from American History The Winning of the West Through the Brazilian
Wilderness Letters to His Children The Rough Riders A Book-Lover's Holidays in the Open Hunting The
Grisly And Other Sketches America and the World War Average Americans The Strenuous Life Expansion
and Peace Fellow-Feeling as Political Factor Character & Success History as Literature Biological
Analogies in History The World Movement The Thraldom of Names Productive Scholarship Dante and the
Bowery The Foundations of the Nineteenth Century The Search for Truth in a Reverent Spirit The Ancient
Irish Sagas An Art Exhibition The Duties of American Citizenship Professionalism in Sports Practical Work
in Politics Resignation Letter Colonel Roosevelt's Reports Strength & Decency The Square Deal Nobel
Peace Prize Acceptance Speech The Man With the Muck Rake Sons of the Puritans Where We Can Work
With Socialists Where We Cannot Work With Socialists Citizenship in a Republic (the Man in the Arena)
International Peace The New Nationalism Duty & Self-control The Right of the People to Rule I Have Just
Been Shot Address to the Boys Progressive League Address to the Knights of Columbus
A Genealogical and Heraldic History of the Extinct and Dormant Baronetcies of England, Ireland, and
Scotland - John Burke 1977
Tracing the history of Maronets of the British Isles who left no descendants.
The Pirate Captain's Daughter - Eve Bunting 2011-07-06
"I always knew my father was a pirate and I always knew I wanted to be one, too." At age fifteen,
Catherine's life is about to change. Her mother has just died and Catherine can't stand the thought of being
sent to live with her aunt in Boston. She longs for a life of adventure. After she discovers her father's secret
life as captain of the pirate ship Reprisal, her only thoughts are to join him on the high seas. Catherine
imagines a life of sailing the blue waters of the Caribbean, the wind whipping at her back. She's heard tales
of bloodshed and brutality but her father's ship would never be like that. Catherine convinces her father to
let her join him, disguised as a boy. But once the Reprisal sets sail, she finds life aboard a pirate ship is not
for the faint of heart. If her secret is uncovered, punishment will be swift and brutal.
The Captain's Daughter - Jennifer Delamere 2017-06-06
Warm-Hearted Victorian Romance Brings 1880s London to Life When a series of circumstances beyond her
control leave Rosalyn Bernay alone and penniless in London, she chances upon a job backstage at a theater
that is presenting the most popular show in London. A talented musician and singer, she feels immediately
at home and soon becomes enthralled with the idea of pursuing a career on the stage. A hand injury during
a skirmish in India has forced Nate Moran out of the army until he recovers. Filling his time at a stable of
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The history of New England from 1630 to 1649. With notes by J. Savage - John Winthrop 1825
A General History of the Pyrates - Daniel Defoe 2021-01-01
First published in the year 1724, the present book titled 'A General History of the Pyrates' is a historical
work by English fictional writer and journalist Daniel Defoe.
Centennial History of Missouri - Walter Barlow Stevens 1921
Dictionary Catalog of the Schomburg Collection of Negro Literature & History - Schomburg Center
for Research in Black Culture 1962
The New Annual Register, Or General Repository of History, Politics, and Literature - 1798
The Heart's Appeal - Jennifer Delamere 2018-03-06
Strong-minded and independent Julia Bernay comes to London to study medicine and become a doctor--a
profession that has only just opened up to women. She witnesses a serious accident, and through her quick
actions saves the life of an ambitious young barrister named Michael Stephenson. Coming from a family
that long ago lost its money and its respectability, Michael Stephenson has achieved what many would have
thought was impossible. Hard work and an aptitude for the law have enabled him to rise above his family's
stigma and set him on the path to wealth and recognition. But his well-laid plans are upended when the
accident brings Julia into his life. Michael soon discovers he's met a woman every bit as stubborn and
determined to make her mark on the world as he is. Sparks fly--but will they find common ground?
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written by Peter Morgan, directed by Justin Chadwick, releasing Fall 2007, starring Natalie Portman,
Scarlett Johansson, Eric Bana, and others) (Historical Fiction)
A Lady Most Lovely - Jennifer Delamere 2014-07-01
Socialite Margaret Vaughn is the wealthiest heiress in London-or so everybody thinks. Saddled with debt
left by her father, she agrees to marry a rich man who can save her family's estate. But when her fiance
turns out to be just another poor social climber, Margaret faces financial ruin-and social humiliation. Just
when she thinks all is lost, she finds an unlikely angel in Tom Poole. When Tom learns of Margaret's plight,
he offers her financial assistance-but his interest is not strictly business. Taken with her beauty and grace,
the rugged adventurer wants nothing more than to win Margaret's heart. But can he convince the proper,
refined lady that, despite their social differences, they are a match made in heaven?"
The Pilot's Wife - Anita Shreve 2007-07-31
Anita Shreve's hauntingly beautiful #1 bestseller and Oprah's Book Club selection about tragedy, grief,
betrayal, and the 'impossibility of knowing another person.' As a pilot's wife, Kathryn has learned to expect
both intense exhilaration and long periods alone, but nothing has prepared her for a late-night knock that
lets her know her husband has died in a crash. Until now, Kathryn Lyons's life has been peaceful if
unextraordinary: a satisfying job teaching high school in the New England mill town of her childhood; a
picture-perfect home by the ocean; a precocious, independent-minded fifteen-year-old daughter; and a
happy marriage whose occasional dull passages she attributes to the unavoidable deadening of time. As
Kathryn struggles with her grief, she descends into a maelstrom of publicity stirred up by the modern
hunger for the details of tragedy. Even before the plane is located in waters off the Irish coast, the
relentless scrutiny of her husband's life begins to bring a bizarre personal mystery into focus. Could there
be any truth to the increasingly disturbing rumors that he had a secret life?
Surrey Archaeological Collections - Surrey Archaeological Society 1865
List of members.
The Captain's Daughter - Alexander Pushkin 2021-06-15
A dazzling new collection of Pushkin's fiction, in definitive translations by the acclaimed Anthony Briggs As
complex as they are gripping, Pushkin's stories are some of the greatest and most influential ever written.
Foundational to the development of Russian prose, they retain stunning freshness and clarity, more than
ever in Anthony Briggs's finely nuanced translations. These are stories that upend expectations at every
turn: in 'The Captain's Daughter', Pushkin's masterful novella of love and rebellion set during the reign of
Catherine the Great, a mysterious encounter proves fatally significant during a brutal uprising, while in
'The Queen of Spades' a man obsessively pursues an elderly woman's secret for success at cards, with
bizarre results.
Titanic Captain - G. J. Cooper 2011-10-31
Commander Edward John Smith's career had been a remarkable example of how a man from a humble
background could get far in the world. Born to a working-class family in the landlocked Staffordshire
Potteries, he went to sea at the age of 17 and rose rapidly through the ranks of the merchant navy, serving
first in sailing vessels and later in the new steamships of the White Star Line. By 1912, he as White Star's
senior commander and regarded by many in the shipping world as the 'millionaire's captain'. In 1912, Smith
was given command of the new RMS Titanic for her maiden voyage, but what should have been among the
crowning moments of his long career at sea turned rapidly into a nightmare following Titanic's collision
with an iceberg. In a matter of hours the supposedly unsinkable ship sank, taking over 1,500 people with
her, including Captain Smith.
Hook's Daughter - R. V. Bowman 2018-11-02
When 12-year-old Andromeda "Rommy" Cavendish goes looking for her father after he fails to show up for
her birthday, she discovers everything she thought she knew about him was a lie. Traveling to the magical
world of Neverland, she discovers that the heroes are villains and her father just might be the biggest
villain of them all.
The Artful Match - Jennifer Delamere 2019-04-02
At loose ends in 1881, Cara Bernay befriends a carefree artist, the brother of the handsome but infuriating
Henry Burke, the Earl of Morestowe. Recognizing the positive influence Cara has on his brother, Henry

Daughter of the Shipwreck - Lora Davies 2021-08-10
He kicked and struggled as his sister was carried out through the shallow water to one of the boats. The
distance between them seemed to stretch out and out. There was nothing he could do. He cried out to her,
his voice hoarse with tears, ‘I will find you! I promise!’ London, 1820: Nineteen-year-old orphan Mercy lives
with her guardian and is working on the campaign to abolish slavery. On the other side of the city, a young
sailor named Mat is scouring London in search of the men who kidnapped his sister many years before.
When he crosses paths with Mercy, he realises the little girl he had given up for dead is alive. Although he
is overjoyed, this discovery destroys everything Mercy thought was true about the family she has lost. She’s
been lied to. Then the men Mat has been hunting are found dead, one after the other. With Mat implicated
in their murders, it becomes clear someone is going to extraordinary lengths to keep the newly reunited
siblings apart. It is now up to Mercy to uncover the true culprit – before she loses her brother again
forever. Even if it means uncovering a dark secret from their past. A secret someone will kill to protect. An
utterly gripping and powerful novel about family, secrets, identity, and risking everything for the ones you
love. If you liked The Foundling, The Miniaturist or Amy Snow, you will love Daughter of the Shipwreck.
See what readers are saying about Daughter of the Shipwreck ‘Outstanding, remarkable!... A soaring,
sweeping, satisfying novel that kept me up late for several nights. The story itself was beyond beautiful… I
was hooked. It held my attention, and I didn't want this story to end!’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Incredible. This book broke me into a million pieces.’ @southernbellebooks ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘What a fantastic epic
story… truly a heart wrenching read… full of emotion, with characters that I’ll remember for a long time. If
you enjoy historical fiction, this really is a must read!’ Carla Kovach ‘I thoroughly enjoyed this novel… I was
trying hard not to shed a tear.’ Tani Reads ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘So heart-wrenching… that I couldn't put it down… I found
it gripping… I have already been recommending this to family members.’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Historical fiction at its finest. A compelling story by a great author!’ NetGalley reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘This was a
lovely moving piece of historical fiction. I was totally immersed in this book and couldn’t put it down.’
Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Great story telling and good description of London, I felt like I was there among
the fog with them. Loved the characters… Highly recommended read.’ NetGalley reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
The History of New England from 1630 to 1649 - John Winthrop 1853
When a Scot Ties the Knot - Tessa Dare 2015-08-25
On the cusp of her first London season, Miss Madeline Gracechurch was shy, pretty, and talented with a
drawing pencil, but hopelessly awkward with gentlemen. She was certain to be a dismal failure on the
London marriage mart. So Maddie did what generations of shy, awkward young ladies have done: she
invented a sweetheart. A Scottish sweetheart. One who was handsome and honorable and devoted to her,
but conveniently never around. Maddie poured her heart into writing the imaginary Captain MacKenzie
letter after letter . . . and by pretending to be devastated when he was (not really) killed in battle, she
managed to avoid the pressures of London society entirely. Until years later, when this kilted Highland
lover of her imaginings shows up in the flesh. The real Captain Logan MacKenzie arrives on her
doorstep—handsome as anything, but not entirely honorable. He's wounded, jaded, in possession of her
letters . . . and ready to make good on every promise Maddie never expected to keep.
The Void Captain's Tale - Norman Spinrad 2011-09-29
Welcome aboard the sex-drive void ship . . . Captain Genro commands the giant spaceship Dragon Zephyr on board are ten thousand passengers in electrocoma, a smaller number of conscious passengers eagerly
utilising the ship's dream chambers - and a Pilot. In the context of space travel, the Pilot is merely a
biological component in the machine. Always a woman, her function is to launch the ship into the Jump by
means of a cosmic orgasm. She is a pariah, shunned by all. Void Captain Genro should never even have
spoken to his Pilot, let alone tried to embark on a relationship with her. When he did so, the result was
every space traveller's nightmare. A Blind Jump into the Void . . .
The Other Boleyn Girl (Movie Tie-In) - Philippa Gregory 2008-01-22
The daughters of a ruthlessly ambitious family, Mary and Anne Boleyn are sent to the court of Henry VIII to
attract the attention of the king, who first takes Mary as his mistress, in which role she bears him an
illegitimate son, and then Anne as his wife. Reprint. 250,000 first printing. (A Columbia Pictures film,
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invites her to accompany them back to their estate. When secrets on both sides come out, Cara devises a
bold plan with consequences for her heart.
The Captain's Daughter - Leah Fleming 2012-01-19
FROM THE ACCLAIMED AUTHOR OF THE LAST PEARL AND DANCING AT THE VICTORY CAFE, this is a
beautiful novel about family secrets, betrayals and redemption. The secrets in a woman's heart are deeper
than the ocean… For May Smith, travelling with her husband and baby girl Ellen, stepping foot on the
Titanic marks the start of an incredible journey, one which is destined to take her from the back streets of
Bolton to the land of opportunity: the United States. But when the 'unsinkable' Titanic hits an iceberg one
cold dark night, May's dreams are instantly shattered. Jumping from the sinking ship at the last minute,
May loses sight of Joe and Ellen. Distraught, she is pulled into a lifeboat. Minutes later, the real-life Captain
Smith swims to the lifeboat and hands May a baby swaddled in blankets. This rescue is witnessed by fellow
survivor, Celeste Parkes, married to an American industrialist who is on her way back to Ohio after her
mother's funeral. In horror, they both watch the death throes of the mighty ship; May traumatised, knowing
her husband has drowned, Celeste wishing her bully of a husband had been on board and out of her life. As
the dawn comes up, and the two women are rescued by the Carpathia, a friendship is formed, one which is
destined to transcend the Atlantic and social differences between them and last a lifetime. Then May makes
a shocking discovery and a split-second decision which will change the lives of many. Praise for Leah
Fleming 'I enjoyed it enormously.It's a moving and compelling story about a lifetime's journey in search of
the truth' RACHEL HORE 'A born storyteller' KATE ATKINSON
In the Heart of the Sea - Nathaniel Philbrick 2001-05-01
From the author of Mayflower, Valiant Ambition, and In the Hurricane's Eye--the riveting bestseller tells the
story of the true events that inspired Melville's Moby-Dick. Winner of the National Book Award, Nathaniel
Philbrick's book is a fantastic saga of survival and adventure, steeped in the lore of whaling, with deep
resonance in American literature and history. In 1820, the whaleship Essex was rammed and sunk by an
angry sperm whale, leaving the desperate crew to drift for more than ninety days in three tiny boats.
Nathaniel Philbrick uses little-known documents and vivid details about the Nantucket whaling tradition to
reveal the chilling facts of this infamous maritime disaster. In the Heart of the Sea, recently adapted into a
major feature film starring Chris Hemsworth, is a book for the ages.
JACK LONDON: Novels, Short Stories, Poems, Plays, Memoirs & Essays (Over 250 Titles in One
Illustrated Edition) - Jack London 2017-10-06
This carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and
adjusted for readability on all devices. Jack London (1876-1916) was an American novelist, journalist, and
social activist. His amazing life experience also includes being an oyster pirate, railroad hobo, gold
prospector, sailor, war correspondent and much more. He wrote adventure novels & sea tales, stories of the
Gold Rush, tales of the South Pacific and the San Francisco Bay area - most of which were based on or
inspired by his own life experiences. Content: The Cruise of the Dazzler A Daughter of the Snows The Call
of the Wild The Kempton-Wace Letters The Sea-Wolf The Game White Fang Before Adam The Iron Heel
Martin Eden Burning Daylight Adventure The Scarlet Plague A Son of the Sun The Abysmal Brute The
Valley of the Moon The Mutiny of the Elsinore The Star Rover The Little Lady of the Big House Jerry of the
Islands Michael, Brother of Jerry Hearts of Three Son of the Wolf The God of His Fathers Children of the
Frost The Faith of Men Tales of the Fish Patrol Moon-Face Love of Life Lost Face South Sea Tales When
God Laughs The House of Pride & Other Tales of Hawaii Smoke Bellew The Night Born The Strength of the
Strong The Turtles of Tasman The Human Drift The Red One On the Makaloa Mat Dutch Courage
Uncollected Stories The Road The Cruise of the Snark John Barleycorn The People of the Abyss Theft
Daughters of the Rich The Acorn-Planter A Wicked Woman The Birth Mark The First Poet Scorn of Woman
Revolution and Other Essays The War of the Classes What Socialism Is What Communities Lose by the
Competitive System Through The Rapids on the Way to the Klondike From Dawson to the Sea Our
Adventures in Tampico With Funston's Men The Joy of Small Boat Sailing Husky, Wolf Dog of the North The
Impossibility of War...
The Captain's Girl - Nicola Pryce 2017-07-06
A stunning eighteenth-century Cornish saga, following the desperate struggles of heroine Celia Cavendish
the-captains-daughter-london-beginnings-1

as she bravely attempts to craft her own future. Cornwall 1793 - As the French Revolution threatens the
stability of England, so too is discontent brewing in the heart of Celia Cavendish. Promised to the brutal
Viscount Vallenforth, she must find a way to break free from the bounds of a life stifled by convention and
cruelty. Inspired by her cousin Arbella, who just a few months earlier followed her heart and eloped with
the man she loved, she vows to escape her impending marriage and take her destiny back into her own
hands. She enlists her neighbours, Sir James and Lady Polcarrow, who have themselves made a dangerous
enemy of Celia's father, in the hope of making a new life for herself. But can the Polcarrows' mysterious
friend Arnaud, captain of the cutter L'Aigrette, protect Celia from a man who will let nothing stand in the
way of his greed? And will Arnaud himself prove to be friend... or foe?
The Daughter of the Commandant - Aleksandr Sergeevich Pushkin 2009
The Modern Library Essential World History 4-Book Bundle - Edward Gibbon 2012-02-27
Revisit a world of conquest, exploration, and imperial adventure with this Modern Library eBook bundle
that includes Edward Gibbon’s The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Francis Parkman’s Montcalm
and Wolfe, William H. Prescott’s History of the Conquest of Mexico, and Theodore Roosevelt’s The Naval
War of 1812. THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE (ABRIDGED) Edward Gibbon’s
masterpiece, which narrates the history of the Roman Empire from the second to the fifteenth centuries, is
widely considered the greatest work of history ever written. This abridgment retains the full scope of the
original, while emphasizing elements ignored in all other abridgments—in particular the role of religion in
the empire and the rise of Islam. MONTCALM AND WOLFE The result of more than forty years of
passionate research, Montcalm and Wolfe is the epic story of Europe’s struggle for dominance of the New
World. Thought by many to be Francis Parkman’s greatest work, it is a riveting read and an essential part
of any military history collection. HISTORY OF THE CONQUEST OF MEXICO William H. Prescott’s
sweeping account of Cortés’s subjugation of the Aztec people has endured as a landmark work of
scholarship and dramatic storytelling. This pioneering study presents a compelling view of the clash of
civilizations that reverberates in Latin America to this day. THE NAVAL WAR OF 1812 Published when its
author, Theodore Roosevelt, was only twenty-three years old, The Naval War of 1812 was immediately
hailed as a literary and scholarly triumph, and it is still considered the definitive book on the subject.
Roosevelt’s inimitable style and robust narrative make The Naval War of 1812 enthralling, illuminating, and
utterly essential to every armchair historian.
A Kingdom Strange - James Horn 2010-10
In 1587, John White and 117 men, women, and children landed off the coast of North Carolina on Roanoke
Island, hoping to carve a colony from fearsome wilderness. A mere month later, facing quickly diminishing
supplies and a fierce native population, White sailed back to England in desperation. He persuaded the
wealthy Sir Walter Raleigh, the expeditions sponsor, to rescue the imperiled colonists, but by the time
White returned with aid the colonists of Roanoke were nowhere to be found. He never saw his friends or
family again. In this gripping account based on new archival material, colonial historian James Horn tells
for the first time the complete story of what happened to the Roanoke colonists and their descendants. A
compellingly original examination of one of the great unsolved mysteries of American history, A Kingdom
Strange will be essential reading for anyone interested in our national origins.
A History of Women in America - Carol Hymowitz 2011-08-24
From colonial to modern-day times this narrative history, incorporating first-person accounts, traces the
development of women's roles in America. Against the backdrop of major historical events and movements,
the authors examine the issues that changed the roles and lives of women in our society. Note: This edition
does not include photographs.
MOBY DICK (Modern Classics Series) - Herman Melville 2016-12-05
This carefully crafted ebook: "MOBY DICK (Modern Classics Series)” is formatted for your eReader with a
functional and detailed table of contents. Moby-Dick by Herman Melville: first published in 1851,
considered to be one of the Great American Novels and a treasure of world literature, one of the great epics
in all of literature. The story tells the adventures of wandering sailor Ishmael, and his voyage on the
whaleship Pequod, commanded by Captain Ahab. Ishmael soon learns that Ahab has one purpose on this
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voyage: to seek out Moby Dick, a ferocious, enigmatic white sperm whale. In a previous encounter, the
whale destroyed Ahab's boat and bit off his leg, which now drives Ahab to take revenge...
JACK LONDON Ultimate Collection: 250+ Works in One Volume: Novels, Short Stories, Plays, Poetry,
Memoirs, Essays & Articles (Illustrated) - Jack London 2017-04-03
This carefully crafted ebook collection is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of
contents. Jack London (1876-1916) was an American novelist, journalist, and social activist. His amazing
life experience also includes being an oyster pirate, railroad hobo, gold prospector, sailor, war
correspondent and much more. He wrote adventure novels & sea tales, stories of the Gold Rush, tales of the
South Pacific and the San Francisco Bay area - most of which were based on or inspired by his own life
experiences. Content: The Cruise of the Dazzler A Daughter of the Snows The Call of the Wild The
Kempton-Wace Letters The Sea-Wolf The Game White Fang Before Adam The Iron Heel Martin Eden
Burning Daylight Adventure The Scarlet Plague A Son of the Sun The Abysmal Brute The Valley of the
Moon The Mutiny of the Elsinore The Star Rover The Little Lady of the Big House Jerry of the Islands
Michael, Brother of Jerry Hearts of Three Son of the Wolf The God of His Fathers Children of the Frost The
Faith of Men Tales of the Fish Patrol Moon-Face Love of Life Lost Face South Sea Tales When God Laughs
The House of Pride & Other Tales of Hawaii Smoke Bellew The Night Born The Strength of the Strong The
Turtles of Tasman The Human Drift The Red One On the Makaloa Mat Dutch Courage Uncollected Stories
The Road The Cruise of the Snark John Barleycorn The People of the Abyss Theft Daughters of the Rich The
Acorn-Planter A Wicked Woman The Birth Mark The First Poet Scorn of Woman Revolution and Other
Essays The War of the Classes What Socialism Is What Communities Lose by the Competitive System
Through The Rapids on the Way to the Klondike From Dawson to the Sea Our Adventures in Tampico With
Funston's Men The Joy of Small Boat Sailing Husky, Wolf Dog of the North The Impossibility of War The
Red Game of War Mexico's Army and Ours The Trouble Makers of Mexico Phenomena of Literary Evolution
Editorial Crimes – A Protest Again the Literary Aspirant ...
A History and Genealogy of the Warren Family in Normandy, Great Britain and Ireland, France, Holland,
Tuscany, United States of America, Etc. (A.D. 912-1902) - Thomas Warren 1902
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Russomania - Rebecca Beasley 2020-03-31
Russomania: Russian Culture and the Creation of British Modernism provides a new account of modernist
literature's emergence in Britain. British writers played a central role in the dissemination of Russian
literature and culture during the early twentieth century, and their writing was transformed by the
encounter. This study restores the thick history of that moment, by analyzing networks of dissemination and
reception to recover the role of neglected as well as canonical figures, and institutions as well as
individuals. The dominant account of British modernism privileges a Francophile genealogy, but the turn-ofthe century debate about the future of British writing was a triangular debate, a debate not only between
French and English models, but between French, English, and Russian models. Francophile modernists
associated Russian literature, especially the Tolstoyan novel, with an uncritical immersion in 'life' at the
expense of a mastery of style, and while individual works might be admired, Russian literature as a whole
was represented as a dangerous model for British writing. This supposed danger was closely bound up with
the politics of the period, and this book investigates how Russian culture was deployed in the close
relationships between writers, editors, and politicians who made up the early twentieth-century intellectual
class—the British intelligentsia. Russomania argues that the most significant impact of Russian culture is
not to be found in stylistic borrowings between canonical authors, but in the shaping of the major
intellectual questions of the period: the relation between language and action, writer and audience, and the
work of art and lived experience. The resulting account brings an occluded genealogy of early modernism
to the fore, with a different arrangement of protagonists, different critical values, and stronger lines of
connection to the realist experiments of the Victorian past, and the anti-formalism and revived romanticism
of the 1930s and 1940s future.
The Naval War of 1812 - Theodore Roosevelt 1910
The Windflower - Sharon Curtis 1994
Determined to aid the cause of American freedom, lovely Merry Wilding embarks on a dangerous mission to
England, only to fall into the hands of Devon Crandall, a pirate and mysterious British spy
The History of the Worthies of England - Thomas Fuller 1811
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